
“ENJOY” 2023 New album release



Blue Moka is recognised as one of the new italian's distinctive, creative and talented post-bop

project, which includes influences from R'n'B to contemporary jazz, and marked by a blend of

tradition and modernity. Blues, Soul-Funk, electronics, become elements of a contemporaneity in

which "communicative joy and a well-defined sound represent the distinctive features of Blue Moka"

(Stefano Dentice - ItalianJazz).

Their acclaimed debut album has been previewed at the renowned BlueNote club in Milano in 2018

with a sold-out show and followed by touring extensively in festivals, clubs and theatres around Italy.

February 2023 is the release of the new awaited album “Enjoy” (RNC Music), a new collection of

original jazz compositions blended of Soul, Funk, Electronic, Indie influences, where rhythm and 3D

dreamlike atmospheres make listeners dream, dance, enjoy the life.

Borned on 2009, these four pieces are some of the most in-demand and versatile musicians on the

national jazz music scene (Dee Dee Bridgewater, Mario Biondi, Steve Swallow, Seamus Blake, Enrico

Rava). Blue Moka’s guests include a long lasting featuring with a legendary Blue Note record artist,

the trumpet player Fabrizio Bosso (worldwide collaborations such as Enrico Pieranunzi, Charlie

Haden, Carla Bley and the London Symphony Orchestra).

Blue Moka is a band “full of energy [...] that could only happen today. It's the sound of Jazz NOW"

(Steven Cerra - Jazzprofiles).

“ENJOY” release date: February 24th

Alberto Gurrisi: Hammond organ, keys

Emi Vernizzi: Sax, electronics

Michele Bianchi: Guitar

Michele Morari: Drums

© RNC Music 2022

Produced by: Blue Moka, RNC Music

Mix - Mastering: Valerio Carboni, Michele Morari

Recorded at Voxrecording studio



Music
NEW SINGLE “Enjoy”:

https://open.spotify.com/track/76a4ZSWH7ZxKOti9Xl9Jsu?si=552c5e1a5bc6412d

NEW ALBUM preview on Soundcloud’s private link: https://on.soundcloud.com/N53Zo

Video

● Fill the void 2023: https://youtu.be/V7xDaEPOO94

● Enjoy 2022: https://youtu.be/apQfEtsjBUY

● Work Song (feat. Fabrizio Bosso): https://youtu.be/P5L2uhjGUSQ

● EPK 2018 video trailer: https://youtu.be/t4J3xoBxE0Q

● Lotus Flower: https://youtu.be/QQuSUllasYs

● Beauty: https://youtu.be/79S3x3ZBV8o

Contacts

Web: www.bluemoka.net Mail: bluemokaband@gmail
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